General Recommendation: Very good - publish without change

Comments to Editor:
There has been an increase in the quality of the article after the revision. I recommend to accepting the paper.

Comments to Author:
There has been an increase in the quality of the article after the revision.

Title and abstract
The title is consistent with the presented problem and reflects the main message of the study

Introduction
The purpose of the article clearly presented

Material and Methods
After revision the material and method is much better.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyzes seem sufficient.

Results
The analysis of the data are systematic. The results are credible and important.

Discussion
The interpretation of the results clearly presented and adequately supported by the evidence adduced.

Conclusions
The conclusions logically valid and justified by the evidence adduced.

Tables and Graphics
All figures and tables are adequate and necessary.

References
The references are up-to-date and the most important studies have been cited.

General comments to the Authors
There has been an increase in the quality of the article after the revision.